Semileptonic interactions with anomalous, i.e. , "second-class, " 6-parity properities are uniquely correlated with certain characteristic terms in the amplitude for P decay between members 'of a common isotopic multiplet. The observational effects associated with secondclass currents are worked out for several features of the P-decay spectrum as well as for P -y correlation phenomena.
I. INTRODUCTION
A recent survey by Wilkinson and Alburger on rates of mirror pairs of P decays has stimulated renewed interest in the G-parity properties of strangeness-conserving semileptonic interactions. '
A systematic trend in the data on ft values suggests, according to one possible interpretation, that contributions from hitherto undetected interactions with anomalous G-parity properties are being seen in allowed P decays. The G-parity classification scheme was first proposed by Weinberg, who noted that the dominant effects visible in all known AS= 0 semileptonic processes arise from "first-class" interactions 2 Second-class interactions, even if they exist in nature, are expected to be kinematically suppressed in their contributions to nuclear P decay; and in the usual vector-axial-vector picture of current-current interactions, second-class contributions are wholly forbidden in such processes as m'-JLi, '+ v and n'-n'+e'+v decay -at any rate, at the level where electromagnetic violations of isospin conservation can be ignored. The best prospect for unambiguous detection of second-class interactions probably lies in the experimental study of high-energy quasielastic neutrino reactions, such as v"+n-P+ p, -. However, in this note we want to elaborate on some tests, whose outlines already appear in the paper by Weinberg, which bear on possible second-class contributions to a particular sort of nuclear P decay process.
We restrict ourselves to the picture in which the basic interactions are supposed to couple the lepton current to weak hadronic currents of the vector and axial-vector sort, V"and A". It is, of course, only the strangeness-conserving parts of these weak hadron currents that are of interest here and for which it is appropriate to make classifications with respect to G-parity properties. In Weinberg' s terminology it is the parts of V"and A"which are, respectively, even and odd under the G-parity transformation which are "first class. " The parts with reversed G-parity properties are relegated to the "second class. " The simplest kind of test which bears on the existence of second-class interactions rests on the following argument: Consider a mirror pair of allowed P-decay processes, n -P + e-+ P, 5 -P™+ e' + v.
Here 5 is the mirror of o. (P the mirror of P), where 5 is obtained from n by a rotation through angle v about the 2 axis in isospin space (e.g. , The P-decay amplitude is given by
where G is the usual weak-coupling constant (Gm~'= 10 ') Gc the Cabibbo angle, and l" the matrix element of the lepton current:
l"=u(P)y"(1+ y,)v(k) .
Let E and p denote the energy and three momenturn of the electron and let k be a unit vector in the direction of the neutrino momentum, all of these quantities referring to the rest frame of the parent nucleus. The maximum possible electron energy is E"
where m, is the electron mass. To first order in E/M the decay spectrum is given by dzv =, 1+ " (Eo E)~PE-dEdQ, dQ".
3E-E"-3pT
o begin with a familiar situation, let us first specialize to the case of neutron P decay. Here, to first order in recoil effects and with secondclass interactions allowed for only in the axialvector current, we have K along the direction of motion of the y ray in the laboratory frame (rest frame of the P-decay parent nucleus). The spectrum reflects certain kinematic shift effects associated with the transformation to the lab frame from the rest frame of the P-decay daughter nucleus (where the radiative transition is most simply characterized). In the following spectrum formula it is the spectral function g(E) that expresses these kinematic effects. The spectrum is given by des =E,(Z, E) 2, c (E, -E)'PEdEdA, dQÃ (11) where the coefficient A. , -, . depends on the spins j and j' of the parent and daughter nuclei of the ra- In the approximation where recoil effects are ignored, the spectra described in the preceding sections are controlled solely by the coefficients a and c (Fermi and It must be emphasized again that we have all along been restricting ourselves to P decay between members of a common isotopic multiplet.
Within the CVC hypothesis, for allowed decays (hj=0, +l, "no") between members of different multiplets, the spectrum structure is again as described here, with the simplification a = 0 and with minor alterations in j-dependent factors if Aj40. But, for these more general P-decay processes the coefficient d does not any longer necessarily signal the presence of second-class currents. 1134 (1970) ; Phys. Letters 328, 190 (1970) .
S. Weinberg, Phys. Rev. 112, 1375 (1958 Since the neutron in the (n, p, o.) system cannot absorb the p, but can only scatter the p, it is clear that one must also take into account the twostep process, where the ll is first scattered by the neutron and then is absorbed by the proton.
Recently, Koltun and Reitan' formulated an elaborate pion-absorption operator (henceforth abbreviated as the K-R operator), which is free from these two defects of the operator used by Sakamoto and others. The K-R operator is more intricate than the mell-known pseudovector interaction. It is a two-nucleon operator and is consistent with the threshold cross section of the reaction which is equivalent to the absorption of the a. -at rest by a free deuteron. The K-R operator is constructed in such a way that it is in harmony with both 8-wave and I'-wave pions of the reaction (I). It follows, therefore, that the K-R operator
